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I admit that your vocation is labourious, but I utterly deny
that it is tragic or deplorable, as you call it.
master is next to being a king.

To be a school

Do you count it a mean employ¬

ment to imbue the minds of your fellowcitizens in their earnest
years with the best literature and with the love of Christ, and
to return them to their country honest and virtuous men?

In the

opinion of fools it is a humble task, but in fact it is the
noblest of occupations.

Even among the Heathen it was always a

noble thing to deserve well of the State, and no one serves it
better than the moulders of raw boys.
—Erasmus
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CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OF THE CRITICISMS

"There are doubts concerning the business (of
education) since all people do not agree in those
things which they would have a child taught, both
with respect to improvement in virtue and a happy
life; nor is it clear whether the object of it should
be to improve the reason or rectify the morals#
From
the present mode of education we cannot determine with
certainty to which men incline, whether to instruct a
child in which will be useful to him in life, or what
tends to virtue, or what is excellent; for all these
things have their separate defenders#"
—Aristotle, 300 B# C#

The outburst of criticism against our public schools has
been growing in alarming proportions during the past fifteen
years#

Evidence of this trend may be found in the number of

entries in the Education Index

under the heading of "Criticism-

Public Schools" for the period 1942-1952:
1942—3
1943—5
1944—8
1945—7
1946—6

1947—10
1948—7
1949—13
1950—12
1951—35
1952—49

Hundreds? of magazines and books have come flowing off the
presses of the nation and thousands of articles have been printed
devoted to criticisms of our public education system.

And from

these varied books and magazines, including Life# McCalls. The
Atlantic Monthly. The Saturday Review of Literature, and The
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Ladies* Home Journals the American parent has had certain doubts
awakened in his mind as to how effective our public school system
actually is*
These rising ground swells of criticism should be analyzed
in order that parents and educators may know fact from fiction,
truth from lie#

It will be the purpose of this investigation

paper to see what the criticisms are, who are the critics, and
what is the purpose of these critics#
The American public is in reality still ignorant of the
motives of certain of these critics and their comments on the
schools and so they prefer to believe all they read about public
schools, especially when our schools are attacked#

Therefore, to

be effective, American educators must meet this criticism if it
is true, and tell American parents if it is false#
THE TWO MAIN GROUPS OF CRITICS
Basically, there are two main groups of school critics in
America#

First there are the sincere parents and educators who

realize that our society is changing and our education system
must change with it#

Thus, they are looking for new and better

ways of educating more children in overcrowded schools with
underpaid and undermanned staffs# i/

l/

The sincere critics of our

Mortimer Smith, The Diminished Mind# Henry Regnery Co#,
Chicago, Illinois,
1954. p. 6.

-3schools can be found among college professors, administrators,
educators, and writers*

Among these are such people as Robert

Maynard Hutchins^/, Bernard Iddings Bell^/, Jacques Barzun^/,
Dorothy Thompson^/, and Mortimer Smith^/.

These are the people

who are honest in their attempts to improve the schools*

Their

criticisms and suggestions are based upon logic, reason, and a
deep philosophical background*
As to the second group of critics, they are an entirely
different type of people, motivated by other forces such as
malice and personal ambition*

They use the public school system

as a stepping stone to power, acting both as individuals and
organizations*

While pretending to be friends of public educa¬

tion, they are actually trying to undermine it.
Generally speaking, any of these extremist individuals and
groups attack the democratic concept of the American way of life*
2/
3/
4/
5/
6/

"Liberal vs* Practical Education", The Rotarian* Vol*LXIX,
No* 3, 1946.
pp* 62-63.
"Our Schools—Their Four Grievous Faults", The Reader*s
Digest.
Jan., 1951. pp. 123-26.
"Teaching—Job or Profession", Ladies* Home Journal. March,
1948.
pp. 142-45.
"Defense and Public School Facilities", Ladies* Home Journal.
May, 1951.
pp. 12 and 211.
"The Failure of American Education", The Freeman. Dec.3,1951.
pp. 137-39.

-4Racial and religious issues are stressed, as well as antiintellectualism, anti-liberalism, and anti-democracy*
These forces can be classified ass
1*
2*
3*
4*

Politico-economic extremists*
Patrioteers*
Anti-pragmatists*
Sectarians^/*

These reactionary extremists find even the word "democracy'’
offensive, and not content with attacking our form of government
they even go so far as to state that our public schools are
"godless" and making communists out of the students^/.
The allegations of these so-called patriots are not based
upon fact or reason, but upon their own ambitious aims and
frustrations^/
THE BASIC CRITICISMS
For the average citizen, it is and will be difficult to
separate the criticisms that come from these two distinctly dif¬
ferent groups*

Therefore, how can the parents and educators

know which to believe and which to discount?

7/
8/
9/

"Know Thy Enemy", Connecticut Teacher* Dec*, 1951.
pp. 68-71.
"No Ivory Tower For You",-NEA Journal* May, 1951*
pp. 317-18.
. ,
"Unfair and Unfounded Attacks on Public Education",
NEA Journal. Oct., 1951.
pp. 442-43.

~

Because of this doubt in the minds of some parents and
educators, there has been little action taken and the criticisms
have continued to grow, especially from the critics with the
ulterior motives.
So first, let’s see what the more sincere critics say:
"l.
Public education has extended itself to in¬
clude many aspects of the child’s life not former¬
ly considered the province of the school, and this
extension has taken place without full public ap¬
proval.
2. The total effect of the new education is to
leave the child, particularly the child of average
or less than average intelligence, without a set
of values.
3. Education has become anti-intellectual.
It
has tended to overemphasize large-muscle activity
and to underemphasize cerebral activity,
(it is
probably a small minority that is unhappy about
this trend, but it is an intelligent and vocal
minority.)
4. Education as represented by textbooks, par¬
ticularly in the social studies, has intentionally
or unintentionally shown a generally consistent
political list to the left.
It is felt that the
schools have properly taken a strong stand against
fascism but have failed to take an equally strong
stand against communism.
(This criticism does not
seem entirely consistent with items 2 and 3 above,
but of'course these criticisms are not all made by
the same people and hence inconsistency is to be
expected.)

6
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5.
It is widely believed that the children of
this generation have failed to learn such skills
as reading, oral and written expression, and compu¬
tation as well as did their parents*
(Perhaps this
is one of the least supportable of all the criticisms,
but it is the one most frequently heard and one to
which we had better give some attention* )lj2/
The following'quotations are used to support the last point
of the above-sections
"In his analysis of the research on time allotments
in the elementary school, Henry J* Otto has pointed out the
fact that a smaller proportion of total school time is now
being allotted to the 3 R*s does not necessarily mean that
fewer hours are being devoted to these studies*
In the
past 75 years, the average length of the school year has
increased by approximately one-third, from 132-175*5 days*
By this extension more time has been provided for all
school work and it is entirely possible for a considerable
portion of this time to be devoted to the newer subjects
without curtailing the amount allotted to the traditional
subjects*"!!/
. <
"When the studies conducted between 1919 and 1931* * •
("Better Reading Instruction—A Survey of Research and
Successful Practice*" National Education Association
Research Bulletin* 13:320, 1935*)• • .are averaged, they
give the following figures as the average number of
minutes per week: first grade, 390 minutes; second grade,
343 minutes; third grade, 285 minutes* A study of time
allotments of schools in 20 states, reported in 1945, gives
the following averages: first grade, 550 minutes; second
grade, 450 minutes; third grade, 350 minutes. A very

10/
ll/

Paul Woodring, Let*s Talk Sense About Our Schools* McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1953* p.4*
Winfield Scott and Clyde M* Hill, Public Education Under
Criticism* Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1954.
p. 273.

-7important point is involved in the probable explanation
of this apparent marked increase*
It seems likely that
the figures reported include not only the time allotted
to formal instruction but also the time spent on reading
in connection with other learning activities* • .There is
little reason to doubt that there has been an increased
recognition of the fact that the fundamental subjects
are integrally involved in the study of the newer subjects
and effective teaching of the latter supplements, rather
than detracts from, formal instruction in the former*"12/
"To summarize, it seems fair to say that there has
been no decline in the amount of attention devoted to the
fundamental subjects either in the school or by those
engaged in educational research. Examined in the light
of the data briefly indicated in the preceding paragraphs,
the charge that the fundamentals are being neglected does
not stand up.
The weight of the evidence is to the con¬
trary."!^/ .
While the more ambitious critics have denounced the public
schools as "godless, communistic, un-American, unenlightened
and subversive," as not teaching the Three R's, as being too
progressive, using communist-influenced textbooks, failing to
teach properly, costing too much and having too many "frills and
fads."
The average American parent does not know which criticisms
are legitimate and from his doubt has arisen confusion, chaos,
and in some cases fear, which has done more harm to our public
schools than any other factor.

12/
13/

Scott and Hill, Ibid.. pp. 273-4.
Scott and Hill, op. cit.. p. 275.
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It should also be noted that amid this confusion about
education criticism, the classroom teacher is caught in a cross¬
fire and forced into a position of inaction, insecurity, and
indecision.

The following quotations will more clearly show

this:
"If there is any public school teacher today who is
not alarmed by the present situation, then there is some¬
thing wrong with his emotional reactions]
If there is
any public school teacher who is frightened by the situa¬
tion and is attempting to find a hiding place in some
ivory tower, then he is not a realist."JLz/
"At a recent hearing of New York City fact-finding
committee the startling fact that in a sampling of the
city/s teachers 56 per cent answered, "No", to the
question, *If you had to do it over again would you
choose teaching?*
The reasons for their answers were
not all financial
"If in return for this bestowal of official favor
the prospective teacher knows that he is likely to
receive the wages of a galley slave, a plethora of criti¬
cism from many angles, the necessity of signing a loyalty
oath not demanded of most other segments of society, and a
few other similar ‘benefits*, it will be small wonder if
he decides in favor of another vocation."i^/
Therefore, what has happened is that our school system has
come under a series of attacks which have never been really
proved.

14/
.15/
16/

Some criticism is well-founded, while other evaluations

"No Ivory Tower For You", NEA Journal. May, 1951.
pp. 317-8.
Douglas Hugh, "Scapegoat Value of American Education",
School and Society. July 14, 1951.
pp. 20-22.
Edgar C. Cummings, "The Scapegoat", School and Society.
Nov. 10, 1951.
pp. 298-99.

-9are part of a serious attack upon not only our school system,
but the American nation itself*
THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE CRITICS
All this brings about, then, a greater degree of uncer¬
tainty in the minds of American parents as to our public schools
and what they are doing for or to our children.
THE RESULTING HARM
Educators come under the strain of great anxiety due to
pressure from the uncertain and confused parents*

But it is the

school children, most of all, who are really hurt in the final
analysis in the schools controversy*
So there is only one thing to do: that is, first to study
the criticisms and accept what is well-founded, discarding that
which is not; second, to investigate and see who these critics
are, what they are and what is their plan; third, we must then
sift out the facts, the half-truths and the lies and decide
who is right, and then inform American parents which criticism is
honest and which is not; fourth, and finally, if we find there
are faults in our education system, then let’s search them out
and correct them.lZ/

Above all, fair criticism must be met in

a fair manner and treated with the utmost respect.

17/

Woodring, op* cit*. p*8.

CHAPTER II
WHAT ARE THE CRITICISMS? '

."It is oddly ironic—to say the kindest—to hear
people who rear their children on comics complain that
the schools fail to instill a love of literature*
It
is shocking—to say the truth—to hear the very people
who support teacher’s oaths and textbook censorship
contend that the schools are failing to encourage greater
intellectual independence*"
~
• —Henry Steele Commagerl/
WHOSE PHILOSOPHIES?
American education had come under European domination since
its early beginnings with the first American settlers*

This

foreign influence on thinking came quickly to an end with the
beginning of the twentieth century, when a university professor
from the University of Chicago, later of Columbia University,
John Dewey, wrote a book titled The School and Society*
From this humble beginning came the greatest influence in
the history of American education*

It should be noted that the

ideas presented by John Dewey were distorted into elaborate,
meaningless incantations by his disciples who have gone far
beyond any goals John Dewey might have thought of*

These

disciples of the "New Education", as it was called by them,

u

Henry Steele Commager, "Our Schools Have Kept Us Free",
Life* October 16, 1950*
pp* 46-47. ... .
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created preposterous vocabularies which they used to attempt
to justify their philosophies: "child-centered classes", "core
curriculum", "real needs", "group thinking", "group actions",
"adjusting to the group", etc.
These disciples took the name "Progressives", which they
have now changed to "educators of the new curriculum", and
some of their influences and ideas have led to the current storm
of criticism which is facing our schools.

It is indeed a tragic

thing that the late John Dewey, America’s most distinguished
philosopher, has been made some sort of front man for these
neo-educationists.2/
It happens that one of the-basic ideas of the neo¬
educationists is "life-adjustment education", an example of
which whould be the teacher whose job was not to teach so much
history or algebra, but "to prepare students to live happily
ever after".

With this philosophy there has come condemnation

of traditional subjects and the growth of anti-intellectualism
and contempt for book-learning.^/

2/
3/

Albert Lynd, Quackery in Public"Schools. Little, Brown,
and Co., Boston, 1950.
pp. 183-85.
Henry G. Doyle, in "Flapdoodle", Time. September 19, 1949.
p. 64.
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It should be stated that such neo-educators are not as
strong as they once were, as they are considered advocates of
a passing idea and the traditional way of teaching and educating
is being rediscovered.
However, at the present the vast majority of teachers,
administrators and educators are caught between these two
philosophies: “Education for Life” and "Traditionalism"#

In

this period of doubt, hesitation, and indecision, the critics of
education have had a field day of condemning all American
education and educators#
"The bewildering variety of the charges is, however, more
apparent than real#

Usually, on a close examination, they boil

down to a relatively small number#

For example,’consider the

following list of charges:
1.
The schools are neglecting the funda¬
mentals#
2#
The schools have abandoned the timetested methods of drill and recitation and
have substituted inefficient and easy methods.
3. Work has been taken out of school.
4. The schools have abandoned discipline.
5#

There are too many 'fads and frills'.

6.
The schools are wasting time on inconse¬
quential subjects, especially in the social
studies.

-137* The schools are dealing with controversial
issues and leading the young toward Socialism*•
8*
The schools are not doing a good job of pre¬
paring young people for college*
9*
Young people who attempt to enter the busi¬
ness world cannot hold a job because they cannot
read, write, spell, or do arithmetic*”^/
The critics of education with ambitious purposes have
heartily condemned ’’progressive education” as all bad, and here
we have out and out lack of rational thinking, for some of the
ideas set forth by the progressive educators were quite valid
ones*
THE THREE R*S
The sharpest question raised in this controversy iss
the schools teaching the Three R's?"

"Are

Because of the complex age

we live in, our children need a greater mastery of basic subjects*
The controversy comes from differences of opinion on how greater
skill is to be acquired.

Significant gains have been made during

the past 25 years, but greater improvements are needed to ensure
an adequate mastery of the three R*s in the years ahead^/

4/
5/

Scott and Hill, op* cit.* p* 272*
Paul R* Hanna, "The Three R*s have Changed", The School
Executive* October, 1950* p.78.

s
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Among the 30,000 eleventh graders of the Los Angeles School
System, aged 16 to 18, 3% could not tell time, 8% did not know
how many feet there are in a yard, and 4%.did not say what letter
comes before M.

Eighth graders were just as bad.

13% could not

find the Atlantic Ocean on a map and 16% failed in finding their
own hometown.

It was the opinion of Los Angeles School Board

member LeRoy Edwards that ’’It is hard to believe that thousands
of our pupils are mentally retarded.

There must be something

wrong with the way they are being taught."

Many Los Angeles

parents heartily agreed with this opinion.^/
NEW CURRICULA
The great question raised by parents all over the country
is whether fundamentals are being taught as thoroughly as they
should be.

Mr. W. T. V/ood, First Vice-President, Parents*

Council for Education, Eugene, Oregon, is quoted as saying the
followings
"We place blame for inadequate teaching of
these fundamentals upon various policies current
in our schools today.
"First, over-emphasis upon the essentially
good idea of self-motivation results in a failure
to teach young people the discipline of learning
things which they may have no desire to learn.
6/

"Failure in Los Angeles", Time. December 10, 1951.
pp. 93-94.

-15n

Second, while educators are to be commended
for their efforts to make the learning process a
pleasurable one, as Robert Hutchins points out,
’Learning is essentially a painful process*.
Per¬
haps those important steps to learning—effort and
drill—cannot be sugar-coated.
‘'Third, while no one denies the value of pro¬
jects and visual aids, these things are time-con¬
sumers and the results obtained may not justify the
time expended.
"Fourth, the ability grading system removes the
necessity of meeting definite standards and destroys
incentive. As our children remark, Everybody passes
anyway*•
"Fifth, we would favor de-emphasis of vocational
education in favor of better preparation in those
fundamental skills necessary to every citizen no matter
what his ultimate vocational choice may be.
"Finally, too many educators are reaching for
the stars in visualizing all teachers as creative
teachers, capable of applying theories wisely and making
good use of all the means of education at their disposal.
• .We submit that teachers as well as students, need the
stimulus of well-defined goals. • .There must be some
means of keeping these teachers headed toward the goal
of teaching fundamentals."2/
DISCIPLINE
American education today has gained for itself the reputa¬
tion of being reluctant to insist on formal discipline or selfdiscipline.

And another great failing has been neglecting to

teach the basic responsibilities of each student to learn.

7/

More

Mrs. W. T. Wood, "How Well Are Our Schools Doing the
Job?", Vital Speeches of the Day, March 1, 1952.
p. 309

-16and more public school systems promote all children at the end
of each academic year regardless of whether their work has been
good, bad, or indifferent•.§/
Thus, self-discipline,:the will to study and learn, is lost*
The need to be respectful for others and others' property is
ignored for it gets in the way of the "life-adjustment" program.
This is perhaps an extreme criticism, but it has been found in
some cases to be quite well-founded in fact*
Perhaps the following words of a former teacher sum up many
people's basic criticism of the schools: "I consider the failure
to develop a moral sense to be the main reason for the distressing
conditions in the public schools today*"^/
When the various charges against the schools are analyzed
it can be seen that the basic charge is simply that schools are
not doing an efficient job of teaching the things that the
parents and taxpayers believe should be taught*

The different

specific criticisms mainly offer explanations of why the schools
are not living up to their responsibilities: (a) the timetested methods have been abandoned and replaced by "easy"

8/
9/

B* I* Bell, "Our Schools—Their Four Grievous Faults",
The Reader's Digest* January, 1951* pp* 123-26*
Joan Dunn, Retreat from Learning, David McKay Co*,
New York,'1955, p*221.
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lessons and discipline; (b) fads and frills are being taught
instead of the fundamentals*
An important reason for analyzing these criticisms and
their sources is that not only the sincere critics make these,
charges, but also those critics with less praise-worthy motives
as will be seen in the following chapter*

CHAPTER III
THE DANGEROUS CRITICS
All this criticism of the schools brings about a degree
of uncertainty in American Education in a period of greater un¬
certainty throughout the nation*

As mentioned in the previous

chapter, many of the criticisms that have been laid at the doors
of our schools are valid and have been made by sincere and
honest citizens*

However, there have been certain individuals

and certain groups who, in the name of democracy and patriotism,
have made outrageous propaganda attacks against our educational
system*

Through misunderstanding and confusion a number of

honest citizens have been made to believe that schools, school
teachers, and school administrators are in reality part of a
subversive movement*
THE BACKGROUND OF THEIR RISE
The cold war which has affected our world for the past ten
years has brought about an era of fear and anxiety*

American

citizens on the whole have retained their composure and remained
level-headed in such hectic times*

But some Americans, a small

number in fact, have not remained calm; rather, they have become
fearful of the world, their government, their very neighbors*
These anxious Americans have demanded conformity to their particu
lar views, hoping to achieve some degree of personal security.

-19They believe that anyone who does not agree with them, anyone
holding opposite views is someone dangerous, therefore, subversive
and un-American.1/
These small-minded individuals have banded together across
the nation into different pressure groups in order to force their
views on the American people*

These pressure groups have many

targets to aim at: newspapers, such as the New York Times are
considered communistic; church organizations, including the
Methodist Church, are labelled communist-controlled; politicians
and statesmen are attacked, including President Dwight Eisenhower
who has been called a "Swedish Jew” and a communist stooge; and
finally our schools have been attacked by these groups as being
communistic in philosophy and in action*
The foundation of our nation is our school system where our
future American citizens learn to govern themselves and think
for themselves*

Needless to say, our democratic way of life

begins in our schools*

It is not too hard to believe that if

our schools are weakened, our teachers villified, then the
destruction of our democratic government would soon follow*
In almost all towns and cities there are individuals who
dislike schools and educated people in general*

2/

In one case a

Corliss Lament, Freedom is as Freedom Does. Horizon Press,
New York, 1956*
p, 243*
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citizen has no children and resents the fact that he has to pay
taxes for schools*

Another individual may dislike schools because

he failed while in school or his children are doing poorly in school*
Then there are those people who hate anyone with an education, such
as teachers and administrators, since they think, and in times of
anxiety thinking is dangerous*
In normal times such people have little voice and small in¬
fluence in their communities, for the vast majority of citizens
acts with all good reason and intelligence*

But the pressure .

groups across the nation have organized these small neurotic
groups and they have taken over schools and school systems*

They

have done so against the will of the majority, including the
educators*
These pressure groups begin their propaganda attacks by
making such statements as the followings
"The schools should return to the Three R's*"
"Too progressive*"
"Our American public schools are in serious danger*"
"Schools use communist-influenced textbooks*"
"Schools have failed to teach properly*"
"Schools cost too much money*
2/

National Education Association, 1955 Yearbook, Forces
Affecting American Education* Washington, D* C* P* 23*

<
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By making such statements they create uncertainty in the
mind of the average citizen and while that uncertainty exists
the local and national pressure groups move in to make their
coup d*etat.

They organize rallies, newspaper articles, and in

general attack the school personnel*

While the average citizens

do nothing, the pressure groups take over the schools*
ORGANIZATIONS
Some of the more noted of these patrioteer pressure groups
ares
American Education Association, New York*
"Keep our American Schools American"*
Signposts*

Publishes

Milo F* McDonald, executive director.

American Parents Committee on Education*
New York.

"To expose and root out un-American

activities in our educational system".

Organized

in 1940 by Merwin K. Hart, and probably now out of
existence.

Archibald E. Stevens, Chairman.

Acted

as a distributing agency for literature prepared by
Merwin K. Hart, Maj. Augustin Rudd, and others*
Church League of America* Chicago.
News and Views*

Publishes

Published "Can We Preserve Our

'American System* in the Postwar World?"

George

Washington Robnett, executive secretary.

* v

‘ *
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Committee for Constitutional Government,
New York*

The secretary for this organization is

Dr* Edward A* Rumley, who was convicted of spying
for Germany during World War I and sentenced to
prison, and who worked with fascist groups during
the

,

30,s*
Conference of American Small Business Organi¬

zations. Committee on Education, New York*

’’Evaluates”

textbooks and supplementary material in our public
schools, especially those dealing with American
history and social sciences.
Reviewer*
editor*

Publishes Educational

Lucille Cardin Crain, secretary and
George D* Hawkins, chairman*

Employers1 Association of Chicago* Chicago*
Brochures: "How Red is the Little Red Schoolhouse?"
and "So They Hogtied Zeke the Zebra*"

John T* Beatty,

president; Gordon L* Hostetter, executive vice-president*
Friends of the Public Schools of America*
Washington, D. C.

"Keep Church and School Separate—

Keep the Public Schools Public."

Publishes: Friends

-23of the Public Schools. Ma.i* Gen* A. Fries, editor*^/
Mrs* Claud I* Palmer, president*
Guardians of American Education* Inc** New York*
"To protect public school education against current
inroads of propaganda designed to discredit patriotic
Americanism and bring about radical changes in our
form of society*"
chairman*
J. Rugg*

Maj* Augustin G* Rudd, national

Rudd organized this group to fight Harold
Published leaflets and book, "Undermining

Our Republic"*

This book has found favor with such

organizations as American Women Against Communism and
the American Coalition of Patriotic Societies and is
advertised or promoted by the subversive press*
Institute-for Public Service, New York*
William H* Allen, director*
National Association of Pro-America, Seattle,
Washington*

(Local chapters known as Pro-America*)

Originally a Republican women*s organization made
up of conservative and influential women who were
anti-Roosevelt*

During elections they helped in the
%>

v

3/

Arnold Forster and Ben R* Epstein, Cross-Currents *
Doubleday and Company, Inc., New York, 1956* p*172*

-24Republican Party campaigns.

There have been

reports that certain local chapters, particu¬
larly in New Jersey and California have appointed
themselves judges of the communistic intent of
school textbooks.
National Council for American Education.
New York.

"Devoted to ,the stimulation of sound

education and the eradication of Marxism and Col¬
lectivism from our Schools and National Life."
Publishes: Educational Guardian.

Issues pamphlets

"exposing" communist teachers and communist teachings
in our schools and colleges.

For example: "Reducators

at Harvard University" and "Progressive Education
Increases Delinquency."

Allen A. Zoll, executive

vice-president; Kern Dodge, president.
National Economic Council.

Headed by Merwin K.

Hart, a noted fascist of the 30's.
Sons of the American Revolution have printed
such reports as "A Socialist Public School System,"
and said that "The public schools are being dominated
by a group of so-called progressives'."

-25Students for America. Hollywood, California*
Publishes The American Student*

Its main purpose

is to forward information about "Pink Profs" and
textbooks to national headquarters from different
college campuses*
Other group names are: Operation America* Inc**
Foundation for Economic Education* Minute Women,
Liberty Belles* Freedom Club of Chicago* and Con¬
stitutional Educational League*^/
All these groups have the same ideas in their publications
and the same basic philosophy in their organizational make-up*
The Educational Reviewer says, "Democracy is a government
of demagogues leading to the tyranny of the majority over the
minority*"
General Amos A. Fries (retired) wrote in his "Bulletin of
the Friends of the Public Schools", "The United States of course
is not a democracy, and every educator who knows anything should
know it*

Anyone who calls our government a democracy is either

completely un-American or a moron."
4/

Robert A. Skaife, "They Sow Distrust", as reprinted
from The Nation^ Schools* January, 1951.

-26The following magazines support this same type of thinking,
i«e# anti-progressive ideas in education, anti-United Nations,
anti-democracy, and believe in a Republic

ruled by a select

few: National Republic, American Mercury, Freeman, and Human
Events,

And such radio commentators as Fulton Lewis, Jr. and

John T. Flynn support these views.
These neo-fascist groups have made themselves felt in more
than one community.

In November, 1950, Willard E. Goslin was

forced to resign as superintendent of Pasadena schools, due to
the efforts of such groups as are mentioned above.
In Scarsdale, New York, a group calling itself ’’Committee
of Ten" started a campaign against the school system.

They

charged books were "leftist", and that the schools were communist'
controlled.

Another anti-school group was also formed, known as

"Citizens* Committee" and began to attack the school system.
However, the majority of the citizens supported the schools
against these two groups.
Ferndale, Michigan, was hit by an organization called
"Citizens* Education Committee", which opposed "Progressive
education" and demanded the "return of the Three R*s, more
discipline, and drill."

This committee was assisted by Allen

Zoll and one of his pamphlets, "Progressive Education Increases
Juvenile Delinquency."

27-
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In McAllen, Texas, the schools came under attack by the
local newspaper editor and publisher, newly moved to town*
Robert Cyrus Holies was against public schools, which he called
government schools, on the grounds that free, tax-supported edu¬
cation violated the Ten Commandments.

Labor unions, old age

pensions, and public hospitals, in addition to public schools,
were un-Christian*

Holies' efforts were not too effective, but

he did have a following*
Dr. George W. Ebey was hired to become the deputy superin¬
tendent of schools in Houston, Texas.
in Oregon.

His former position was

He was attacked in Houston before he ever left Oregon.

As in the many other communities already mentioned, the attack
against the schools was the same.

In this case the pseudo-patriot

groups singled out Dr. Ebey, making a special target of him as
well as the schools.
These propaganda groups also attempt to censor the type
of textbooks used in schools,

One example is the case against

Frank A. Magruder's American Government. The propaganda magazine,
Educational Reviewer, attacks this textbook as having socialist
or communist overtones.

The book was then banned in Houston, Texas,

Little Rock, Arkansas, Georgia, Washington, D. C. and Michigan.

-28Alabama and Montana schools where this book has been used have
come under pressure attacks*

What made Magruder’s book dangerous

was that he advocated world government*^/
Certain groups have tried to stop the studying of the United
Nations in the schools since the idea of the UN is un-American and
dangerous*

The American Association for the United Nations con¬

ducts an annual essay contest among high school students, but the
United Nations has become controversial and several schools, in¬
cluding ones in Houston, Texas, and Los Angeles, California, were
forced to withdraw from this ‘'un-American" project*
Some of the super-patriots are quoted as sayings "UNESCO
would destroy the nation’s sovereignty", "UNESCO is a movement
greater and more dangerous than communism", "The Human Rights
document in the UNESCO manual was subversive", "UNESCO itself
had atheistic and communistic leanings."
INDIVIDUALS
These super-patriots can be better understood by reading
some of the remarks they make concerning our government and way
of life.

Before the Second World War and during that war, there

was a great number of fascist organizations in the United States.
\

A number of the people who belonged to those organizations now

5/

Robert A. Skaife, "They Oppose Progress", as reprinted
from The Nation’s Schools* February, 1951.

-29belong to these ultra-patriotic educational groups, among them
Allen Zoll and Merwin K. Hart* 6/
Here are some of their remarks made while the war was going
on against Germany and Japan and thousands of Americans were
fighting overseas:
"I'd run this country like a factory and have abso¬
lute control. There will be no opinion but the American
Destiny Party opinion. This nonsense about Democracy and
equality is through when I'm in power."
—Joseph E. McWilliams
"The only thing we can hope for from now on is for
America to lose this war—to be smashed completely.
That's
the only way to get rid of Democracy.
Yes sir, the only
way to save America is for Hitler and Japan to smash us."
—Edward Holton James
"If you find any organization containing the word
democracy it is probably directly or indirectly affiliated
with the Communist Party."
—Merwin K. Hart
"When the day comes to settle the score and I'm
given a reward for'my patriotism, I want to be made
chief executioner of those guys who are now sticking
up for Democracy."
—Frank W. ClarkZ/

.

It can be seen that these groups and individuals use
divisive methods to obtain their ends.

They attack the American

way of life and exhibit bigotry of a racial and religious nature.

6/
7/

Robert A. Skaife, "The Conflict Continues", as reprinted
from The Nation's Schools. March, 1954.
John Roy Carlson, Under Cover. The World Publishing Co.,
New York, 1943.
p. 456.

-30In the words of Dr* Conant, there are insincere individuals and
groups who "like to exert power by causing trouble, by urging the
posse to lynch the victim, the mob to burn the dissenter's house,
or the school board to fire the 'progressive' administrator*"^/
American teachers and educators must be on the watch against
this type of individual and their propaganda groups*

These as¬

saults on our schools are not lessening, but increasing.

They

first hit the elementary schools, demanding the teaching of the
"good, old-fashioned Three R's", and a return to the "good old
days*"

Those who are really hurt by this are the school children.

For if these pressure groups take control, the educational
standards will be greatly lowered, making the students unprepared
for future life.
WHAT CAN BE DONE?
What should be done to prevent future attacks in other com¬
munities by these super-patriots?

Local citizens need to be in¬

formed of such groups and their tactics before they can be
organized in the community.

For when the vast majority of citizens

knows the facts, it will reject the distorted arguments, the halftruth, and phony logic in the literature circulated by these
organizations.
8/

Scott and Hill, op. cit«. page 236.
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“Dr* Virgil Rogers, Defense Commission member, has differ¬
entiated between the honest, responsible, sincere type of
criticism and the dishonest, subversive, trouble-making types*
The general difference lies in the fact that groups making ir¬
responsible attacks operate along destructive lines and employ
deceptive, underhand methods, resorting to totalitarian tactics
when necessary, while honest critics operate openly and construc¬
tively to get desirable changes made*"^/
It should be remembered that when these patriots attack
our schools, our government, and public officials as communist
/

that the United States is the strongest, richest capitalist
country in the world, with one of the smallest, weakest communist
parties in the world, and that people should see through these
propaganda attacks for what they really are—a threat against
our way of life*
Thus, teachers and educators must encourage local citizens
to study such propaganda groups long before they have the chance
to take hold in the community.

They should encourage the people

to know their own school systems, what is being taught, why,
9/

Scott and Hill, op* cit** page 237.

-32and how, so that, if needed, they can initiate improvements
without the aid of these professional patriot groups.^/

10/

James E* Murray, “Who^s Trying to Ruin our Schools?**.
Office of Senator James E, Murray, Washington, D*C., 1951.

CHAPTER IV
WHO IS RIGHT?

"A new era is about to commence in American
education.
If it is to be an era of light and not
of darkness, we must reaffirm, for our educational
leaders, our continuing faith in intellectual
values."l/
—Arthur E, Bestor

SINCERE CRITICISM
The attacks and criticisms running against American edu¬
cation should be interpreted by educators, but strangely enough
they seem reluctant to do so fairly.

Some educators, though not

all, believe the criticisms leveled against them are motivated
by malice.

However, if an objective view is taken, educators

will find that many of the criticisms of our American educa¬
tion come from honest and sincere citizens.

What the more honest

and better informed of these people are trying to say can be
summed up as follows:
The professional educators have taken over the respon¬
sibility for educational policy-making from the citizens,
giving the sincere parent little or no opportunity to help
guide the educational philosophy of the schools.
And the country*s philosophy of pragmatism (or in¬
strumentalism or experimentalism) has come to dominate

l/

Arthur E, Bestor, The Restoration of Learning, Alfred A,
Knopf, New York, 1955,
p. 25,

-34the educational way of thinking in America to such an
extent that newer or older philosophies have little or
no chance of being accepted or worked with in the schools
of the nation.
And the idea that the school should educate the
"whole child” rather than educating the child in subject
matter is not an accepted one among some parents and
teachers.
Thus, the educators should present their own ideas but should
listen to others and try to arrive at some common understanding.
It will not be easy.
FICTITIOUS CRITICISM
Some criticisms as we have noted are not reasonable, but
are prejudiced and unenlightened.

Therefore, we should deal

with them properly, by not slighting them or running away from
them, but answering them fairly, and letting the parents and other
citizens know that educators do not wish to put an end to
criticisms, but-to profit by them.2/
But as to the fictitious criticisms offered by the more
ambitious critics of education, parents must be informed of these
nefarious types of comments and false ones must be discriminated
from those that are true.

Such comments include those by the

right wing writer Frank Chodorov saying the progressive education

7j

Paul Woodring, "An Open Letter to Teachers", Harper*s,
July, 1952. pp. 28-32.
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is "socialistic in character"; and that certain "textbooks
breathe communism" is another charge often hurled at our schools*
Earl Conrad, journalist, is quoted as saying, "The public
schools in America produce disease, disease of the mind and
emotions—disease that is wider in its consequences and more
deadly to its victims than any disease of the body*"
Or others say that "teachers are communists" and the al¬
legations go on and on, equally wild and unsupported, yet some
people do believe them and some educators fail to fight back
with the truth*

And then some progressive educators who do

fight back go to extremes by regarding all criticisms as
"totalitarian", "authoritarian", or "undemocratic"*
EVALUATING THE CRITICISMS
Among the sincere critics who have made an honest, if not
over-enthusiastic attempt to evaluate our schools are Robert
Hutchins, Barr, Mark van Doren, Lyman Bryson, Harold Taylor,
and Arthur Bestor*

The latter believes that the main issue in

American education is between those who believe that good
teaching should be directed to sound intellectual ends, and
those who are content to dethrone intellectual values and

-36cultivate the techniques of teaching for their own sake, in an
intellectual and cultural vacuum.^/
He especially deplores the overuse of "life-adjustment”
curricula.

"One can search the history books and biographies

in vain for any evidence that men have ever accomplished anything
original, creative, by the virtue of narrowly conceived voca¬
tional training or of educational programs that aimed merely
at ‘life adjustments'.

The West was not settled by men and

women who had taken courses in 'How to Be a Pioneer*."^/
The whole problem of who is right needs to be carefully
rethought and it is imperative that the progressives and non¬
progressives find a common ground upon which to base their actions.^/
It should be the goal of all educators, regardless of philosophy,
in Bestor's words, to "make American schools the world's finest,

and

to do so we must study and if need be borrow from other educational
systems. • .Our schools must become superior in intellectual dis¬
cipline, languages, history, mathematics, and science."^/
3/
4/
5/
6/

Arthur E. Bestor, Educational Wastelands. University of
Illinois Press, Urbana, 1953. p. 11.
Ibid.. pg. 64.
Wm. M. Brickman, "Attack and Counterattack in American
Education". School and Society. October 27, 1951. pp. 262-69.
Bestor, op. cit.. p. 6.
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With informed educators keeping the parents and public in
general aware of the needs of the schools and the veracity of
charges made against them, much can be done to keep education
dynamic and responsive to the demands placed upon it, instead
of static and smug in an outmoded philosophy*

CHAPTER V
EDUCATIONAL REFORM
"Teaching is not charitable work.
It is a
profession.
It is the greatest profession under
the sun."!/
—Jesse R. Stuart

SIGNIFICANCE OF CRITICISM
It is a very healthy sign of the times that education is
such a talked-about subject, for more and more people are becoming
curious about the theories of learning, philosophies of education,
and particularly the relation of public education to the welfare
of society.
Another sign is the increased lay movement in the behalf of
better schools, through such organizations as the National Citizens
Commission for the Public Schools.
The education profession as a whole must be sensitive to this
increasing public interest.

The true educator and teacher should

be genuinely interested in the maintenance and improvement of
public education, and not reject the criticisms of the people
entirely.

Thus the fact that some educators find anti-intellectual

tendencies in our public educational system shows that the schools

\J

Jesse R. Stuart, The Thread That Runs So True. Charles
Scribner*s Sons, New York, 1950.
p. 288.

-39must restore the clear and disciplined educational purpose that
will make them once again the bulwark of thought^/
The public, as well as the educators, has a responsibility
to fulfill when it chooses to criticize the public schools*

It

should be made clear they ought to, in all fairness, if they are
sincere citizens, make their position as clear as possible, not
hiding it behind some smoke screen of clever sayings*

Too often

the critics have been ambitious educationists, reactionaries,
penny-pinchers, members of pressure groups, fascists, and
political cranks*
GOALS OF EDUCATION
The objectives of American education must be made clear.
Yet with all the criticizing of education, no one is doing this*
One group of citizens wants to adopt the plan put forth by the
famous Committee of Ten of the early 1890's, which advocated
hard intellectual work, making all students regardless of their
backgrounds work to the maximum capacity of their abilities*
Other groups maintain the goals should be the immediate, some¬
what exigent needs of youth, believing it makes little difference
what one studies so long as he recognizes its usefulness to him*5/

2/
3/

Arthur E* Bestor, "Anti-intellectualism in Schools*',
New Republic* June 19, 1953.
pp. 11-13.
Winfield Scott and C. M. Hill, op* cit*« p. 400.
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The true goals of American education will be discovered
and generally accepted only after a prolonged study of all the
evidence that has been assembled.

This study must be of a con¬

tinuous nature, which means continuous awareness of the nature
of school problems.

It does not imply inaction, however, while

the problems are being evaluated.
It has been suggested that some sort of academic commission
be formed of lay people and educators, a national organization
which would study the schools, educational training, corrective
measures needed to improve the public schools, and other related
and vital school matters.

The relationship between the schools

and the townships has broken down, thus weaking the position
of the American public school in the eyes of the community.
Such a commission, or even similar local groups, would help to
restore understanding and trust between professional and lay •
people.
MEANS OF REFORM
The only way to meet criticisms is for educators_and
citizens in the communities their schools serve to keep the
initiative and work together in a spirit of mutual trust and .
support on the problem that gravely concerns both parents and

-41teachers, namely the education of children.^/

They must also

be continually aware that it is their liberties that the dan¬
gerous and insincere critics are playing around with.

And

through indifference and divisiveness on their part, these
liberties could be lost in a relatively short time.
SUMMARY
In conclusion, the criticism of our public schools, even
when issuing from dubious sources, need not be a disruptive
element.

When both the educators and the public become aware

of the needs of the schools and the goals of education as a
whole, and work together to meet these needs in the best ways
possible, it is assured that American education^will remain a
vital part of our democracy, preparing our children to meet
the challenges of today and tomorrow successfully.
In the words of Mortimer Smith, "Not until individual
man rebels against mediocrity, spiritual illiteracy and group
subversions will our unique experiment of universal education
become once again a bright hope and promise in American life.*'

4/

Stephen M. Corey, "Meeting the Attacks on Public Schools",
"Bulletin of Bureau of School Service", University of
Kentucky, March, 1952.
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